X-RAY NEED TO KNOW  (take picture)

New xray Need to know if there is a backer board in the wall and electrical

Replacing what kind of old x-ray   (take picture)

1. Measure entire room, Painting and wall paper is the responsibility of the doctor. Sometimes a outside backer board hides a lot.

2. Measure Distance from Wall to Outside Headrest, Measure Floor to Ceiling Height, Floor to bottom of existing x-ray. Measure left and right side of x-ray. Measure first and second arm of current x-ray

3. What kind of wall attaching x-ray to? Outside building wall, Inside office wall?

4. Location of Remote Switch. Take picture

5. Over head lighting is it in the way, is patient light in the way?

6. DC is the only type available. Electrician maybe needed.

7. There is a charge to remove old x-ray heard or move to another room. Call Bob Brice.

8. If Wall Paper or Painted Walls a contractor will be needed.

9. If replacing a old xray a backer board is required

10. A electrician maybe needed at doctors cost  dn-4995-4450pa-nm7199

LIGHTING  Three types of lighting. Ceiling, Track, Pole Mounted

TAKE PICTURE

New - If ceiling mounted you will need backing and electrical.

Existing - Take a picture

1- Measure Ceiling Height.

2- Is it a Drop Ceiling or Dry Wall, If you can see how much room is above ceiling.

3- Backing for Light Ceiling?

4- Electricity

5- Look to see if Lighting in room is going to be a problem

6- Take a picture of room  - Measure Room

7- LED Lighting is most popular (no heat, very close to natural lighting)

8- Make sure lighting is not in the way of the x-ray.

dn-tra2643-4618pa